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Abstract. In this paper, we present a new concept called time-sensitive query. A query is time-sensitive if the set of relevant pages changes when the query is expanded with different temporal terms. Knowing which queries are time-sensitive and what sensitivities they have can be very useful in automatic query expansion for improving search effectiveness and user experience. Existing methods related to time-sensitive query detection are more sudden event oriented and have limitations in detecting other kinds of time-sensitive queries and in determining the time sensitivity. We propose an approach to detecting time-sensitive queries and determining their time sensitivities. Our experiment shows that the approach works well. The accuracy of time-sensitive query detection can reach 92% and the accuracy of time sensitivity calculation can reach 93.12%.
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1 Introduction

The increasing size and popularity of the Internet has placed high demands on search engines. When a user submits a query to a search engine, a huge number of results are often returned and many of them are irrelevant to users’ information need. It is a big challenge for search engines to determine users’ intents correctly and return relevant results to users. In this paper, we define a new type of queries, named time-sensitive queries. A query is time-sensitive if the set of relevant results changes when the query is expanded with different temporal terms and its sensitivity is the time interval of change. To meet users’ information need, it is necessary to detect time-sensitive queries and determine their sensitivities. As shown in Figure 1, when query “VLDB call for paper” was submitted to the Bing search engine on 10/14/2015, none of the top 6 results was the latest and the most relevant result about conference VLDB 2016. But, if we know “VLDB call for paper” is a time-sensitive query and its sensitivity is “one year”, we can build a proper query (e.g., add “2016” to the original query) to find more recent and relevant results.

There are several potential benefits to recognize time-sensitive queries and determine their sensitivities. Specifically, it can positively affect the processing of time-sensitive queries in two different ways. First, an appropriate time (based on the time sensitivity) may be automatically added to a time-sensitive query to help find more recent and relevant results. For the above example, after the temporal term “2016” was added to “VLDB call for paper”, the new query led to better results – the top two results were both relevant as shown in Figure 2. Second, it becomes possible for a search engine to form multiple queries with different times, retrieve the relevant results for each query and display the results in reverse chronological order. For example, suppose it is known that Microsoft reports its earning each quarter. Then for query “Microsoft earning report” submitted on 5/31/2016, the search engine may form queries “Microsoft earning report first quarter 2016”, “Microsoft earning report fourth quarter 2015”, and “Microsoft earning report third quarter 2015”, etc. As a result, the search engine can report Microsoft’s earnings for the last several quarters in reverse chronological order.

Fig.1. Results of querying “VLDB call for paper”
Another potential benefit is that the method for identifying time-sensitive queries may be used to identify time-sensitive fact statements and time-sensitive questions, which can help identify different truthful statements [1] or correct answers. For example, knowing that “President of United States” is a time-sensitive query may help determine that “Obama was President of United States” is a time-sensitive statement or “Who was President of United States” is a time-sensitive question. Knowing that the time sensitivity of query “President of United States” is 4-year, we can construct different questions by adding years such as “2015”, “2011”, “2007”, … and identify the name of the president of each period.

In contrast, in our work, a query against the Web results in highly concentrated in restricted time intervals are not spread uniformly over time but rather tend to be concentrated in restricted time intervals [2]. The definition of time-sensitive query and the proposed method are more suitable for queries about specific events. In contrast, in our work, a query against the Web is considered to be time-sensitive if there are different sets of relevant documents when the query is associated with different time periods. This definition is more suitable for queries about events that happen periodically.

The works in [3] and [4] incorporate document temporal information into language models to give preference to more recent documents. The authors of [5, 6] studied the distribution of query results over a timeline and used the information to identify significant events. They also attempted to predict the precision of the query results. They proposed a method to automatically classify queries as atemporal, temporally ambiguous, or temporally unambiguous.

In [7], the authors proposed a supervised learning method to automatically classify queries as ambiguous query, broad query and clear query. Similar to works [5] and [6], in [8], time-implicit queries are classified into one of three categories: atemporal, temporal unambiguous and temporal ambiguous by exploiting web snippets, a content-related resource, and exploiting Google and Yahoo! Completion engines that leverage query log resources.

None of the above methods uses query log to identify time-sensitive queries. The works in [9] and [10] discussed using a query log to identify year qualified queries (YQQs), a subset of temporal queries, and use the information to re-rank search results so that more recent results are ranked higher. The method in [9] can be considered as a vastly simplified version of our proposed method. It first identifies queries in the query log that include year information and then the topic parts of these queries are considered as YQQs.

Lee and Kim proposed a method to detecting turning point of a time-sensitive query [11]. They believe each time-sensitive query has a turning point in terms of search volume. But if a time-sensitive query can only be detected after the occurrence of its turning point, it is a bit late. They did not study how to determine the sensitivity of time-sensitive query. Vlachos et al. studied how to determine the periods of a query [12]. The proposed method first creates a time series of the number of times that a query is issued in a day, and then determines the period of the query based on Normalized Discrete Fourier transformation and Power Spectral Density (PSD). To determine the period correctly, the time series about long period queries need to be long enough.

Most existing studies assume that the burst occurrence of a query imply the happening of an event. This is true for event queries, but not true for all time-sensitive queries. In this paper, we give a more general definition of time-sensitive query and propose methods to determine time sensitivity based on query keywords.
3 Problem Definition

Definition 1 (Time-Sensitive query) A query submitted to a web search engine is time-sensitive if the set of relevant pages changes when the query is expanded with different temporal terms.

Temporal terms can be in different granularity. For example, 2015, December 2015 and Tuesday are all temporal terms.

Definition 2 (Sensitivity of a time-sensitive query) The sensitivity of a time-sensitive query is a measure of the time interval for the set of relevant pages to change.

For example, query “VLDB call for paper” is time-sensitive and its sensitivity is “one year” because a new “VLDB call for paper” page will come out each year. Query “World Cup events” is also time-sensitive with sensitivity “4 years” as World Cup is held every 4 years and each time a new set of events will be posted on the Web. The time sensitivity of query “Microsoft earning report” is “quarterly” as Microsoft reports its earning each quarter of every year.

The information we exploit to identify time-sensitive queries and their sensitivities is click-through data as shown in Table 1. Each record consists of a user’s query along with the URL which the user clicked from among the candidates at a specific time. The data set comes from the Bing Search query log excerpt with 68,138,432 queries and 814,243,946 URLs from US users, sampled over one year.

Table 1. A slice of a query log

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Query ID</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
<th>Click Time</th>
<th>Clicked URL</th>
<th>Clicked Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20130512203658</td>
<td>1990 election</td>
<td>QID1</td>
<td>SID1</td>
<td>20130512203700</td>
<td><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polish_presidential_election%2C_1990">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polish_presidential_election%2C_1990</a></td>
<td>00/05/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20130531162339</td>
<td>Olympics 2008</td>
<td>QID2</td>
<td>SID2</td>
<td>20130531162350</td>
<td><a href="http://hrw.org/campaigns/china/beijing08/">http://hrw.org/campaigns/china/beijing08/</a></td>
<td>31/05/2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given a click-through data set, our goal is to detect time-sensitive queries and their sensitivities. Our approach consists of three main steps: preprocessing, detection of time-sensitive queries and calculation of sensitivities. Preprocessing includes stemming [13], stop words removal and synonym recognition [14]. Detection of time-sensitive queries finds potential time-sensitive queries first, and then clusters queries according to query topic.

In order to find time-sensitive queries, we first identify queries that contain a temporal term as well as some non-temporal terms. Each such query consists of two parts: the temporal term and topic part (the non-temporal term part). Later we will show that the topic part of such a query is potentially a time-sensitive query. We will call such queries as potential time-sensitive query containing queries, or simply potential time-sensitive queries. In order to such queries and extract the topic parts and temporal terms from them, we build a time parser for temporal terms. Then we employ a clustering algorithm to place queries into the same group only when their topic parts represent the same concept. Clustering is an important step in our method and we will describe the detail in Section 4.2. Calculation of sensitivities itself includes two main steps: error correction and sensitivity selection. The purpose of error correction is to identify wrong temporal terms and correct them. After error correction, we develop three methods to choose time intervals as the sensitivities of time-sensitive queries. We will introduce the detail in Section 5.

4 Detection of Time-Sensitive Query

4.1 Detecting Potential Time-Sensitive Queries

In order to detect time-sensitive queries, we need to build a time parser. The time parser consists of two parts, a dictionary of temporal terms and a set of time regular expressions. Temporal terms include all seasons (Spring to Winter), all months (January to December), all days in a week (Monday to Sunday), daily, weekly, monthly, bi-monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, annually, decade, century, and abbreviations of temporal terms.

The manually created dictionary of temporal terms is unlikely to cover all the temporal terms. To find time-sensitive queries that contain temporal terms not in the dictionary such as “who won the Indy 500 race in 1977”, we also create some temporal regular expressions. These expressions can match years, months, days and their combinations such as “1977”, “December 1977”, “Dec 21th, 2012” and so on.

Based on the dictionary and time regular expressions, we scan the query log and output all queries that contain one or more temporal terms as the set Q of potential time-sensitive queries. Then, we divide each query in Q into two parts: the topic part, denoted as topic(Q), and the temporal part, denoted as temp(Q). For example, for query “who won the Indy 500 race in 1977”, topic(Q)=“who won the Indy 500 race in” and temp(Q)=“1977”.

4.2 Topic Clustering

To find time-sensitive queries and determine their sensitivities, we need to group together all queries with the same search intent regardless of the time information. That’s why we split each potential time-sensitive query into the topic part and the temporal part. We want to
place query topics into the same cluster if they represent the same concept. The clustering is very challenging. For example, query topic “FIFA World Cup” is equivalent to “World Cup”, but “World Cup South Africa” is not equivalent to “World Cup”, because the former refers to a specific World Cup, i.e., World Cup 2010, but the latter is not limited to any specific World Cup. In this section we describe how we cluster queries representing the same concept into the same group.

4.2.1 Clustering Algorithm
There are many clustering algorithms to choose from. But to select a proper algorithm that is effective and efficient, there are several challenges. First, the number of clusters of our query log is unknown. It is unreasonable to manually specify the number of clusters in advance. So the algorithm should be able to automatically determine the number of clusters. Second, the click-through data from a search engine are usually huge. Therefore, the clustering algorithm must be efficient and scalable to handle very large data sets within reasonable time and space constraints. Lastly, due to the fact that the query logs increase dynamically, the clustering algorithm should be run incrementally. We choose the density-based clustering method Incremental DBSCAN [15] in our work as it meets all of the above requirements. Each cluster obtained by using this method consists of the minimum number of MinPts points, and for every point in the cluster, there exists another point in the same cluster whose distance is less than a distance threshold Eps.

4.2.2 Measuring Similarity of Queries
Similarity measure between queries is another important factor of obtaining satisfactory clustering. In traditional information retrieval (IR), similarity is usually calculated based on keywords. But queries are usually very short and the words are ambiguous. On average a query contains 4.6 words in our data set. Moreover, keywords and meanings do not totally correspond. Users with the same information need may submit different queries to a search engine and select the same URLs from among the candidates offered by the search engine. On the other hand, phrasing the same query, users may click different URLs, that is to say, the same word does not always refer to the same thing. It is hard to determine the user’s search intent only based on query content. Suppose a user submits a query “Apple”. It’s difficult to determine whether the user is interested in something about fruit or information about Apple Company.

In this measure we use keywords in queries to calculate similarity. Before calculating similarity based on keywords, we need do some preprocessing tasks including stemming [16], stop words removal and synonym recognition. Keywords are words or phrases except for stop words. Usually, the more common keywords two queries share, the more similar they are. Given two queries p and q, we use the Dice’s Coefficient [16] to computer the keywords based similarity:

$$S_1 = \frac{|p.\text{keyword} \cap q.\text{keyword}| \times 2}{|p.\text{keyword}| + |q.\text{keyword}|}$$

where p.\text{keyword} is the set of keywords in the query content of p [17].

4.2.2.2 Similarity Based on User Clicked URLs.
When users submit queries to a search engine, they may click several URLs among the returned results for one query, which are helpful to determine users’ intent. Therefore in this measure we calculate similarity of two queries based on URLs clicked by the users for these queries. Again, Dice function [16] is used to calculate this similarity as shown below:

$$S_2(p, q) = \frac{|p.\text{url} \cap q.\text{url}| \times 2}{|p.\text{url}| + |q.\text{url}|}$$

In Equation 2, p.\text{url} is the set of URLs clicked by a user who submitted query p. Generally, the more common URLs two queries have, the more similar they are.

4.2.2.3 Similarity Based on Sessions.
Usually, users try different queries before they find satisfactory results in a session [18,19]. For example, in a session a user submitted a query "Very Large Data Bases" after searching "VLDB", while the latter is the acronym of the former. Queries in the same session are usually related. Based on this observation, queries in the same session are similar to each other to some extent. For a query q, we use document_q to denote the document that is formed based on all queries in the same session as q. In other words, we concatenate all queries in the same session to form a session document. In this work, sessions are identified based on Session ID recorded in the query log. We define session-based similarity between two queries as the similarity between the session documents of the two queries, as shown in Equation 3.

$$S_3(p, q) = S(\text{document}_p, \text{document}_q) \quad (3)$$

Here S(document_q, document_q) is the Cosine similarity of the two session documents.

4.2.2.4 Similarity based on Knowledge Base
To measure similarity of two queries based on their semantic, we compute the similarity between their contexts. The context that we use in this paper comes from a large-scale probabilistic semantic network,
known as Probase [20] built based on a large web corpus. A term’s context is the entire set of concepts that the term belongs to or all the entities that it subsumes in Probase. Given two queries \( p \) and \( q \), their similarity, denoted by \( S_q(p, q) \), is measured based on their context and cosine similarity [21].

### 4.2.2.5 Combination of Multiple Measures

The four types of similarity functions introduced above are based on different types of information. The keyword based function tends to cluster queries with the same or similar keywords. The URLs based function tends to cluster queries that clicked the same URLs. The session based function tends to cluster queries with similar search context. The knowledge base based function tends to cluster queries with similar ontology information. Taking all of the four aspects into consideration, we combine the above similarities linearly as shown in Equation 4.

\[
\text{similarity}(p, q) = \sum_{i=1}^{4} w_i \times S_i(p, q)
\]  

(4)

Weights \( w_i \) \((i=1, 2, 3, 4)\) will be set empirically. Specifically, in our experiments, we test different combinations of the weights to find a good clustering result.

### 4.3 Filtering Noises

For queries whose topic parts are placed into the same cluster, their temporal parts are also grouped together. We need to determine the sensitivity of each cluster representing the same topic by analyzing the time information. Due to the limitations of the time parser and the clustering method, some queries may be incorrectly recognized as time-sensitive queries. To reduce error, we introduce a filter to throw away clusters that do not have sufficient information for determining time-sensitive queries reasonably reliably. Given a cluster \( G \), if it satisfies all of the following two conditions, we consider it as a true time-sensitive query cluster, and then we can calculate its sensitivity.

1) The group of the temporal parts of a cluster must contain a sufficient number of different temporal terms. In our experiments, we set this number as 3.
2) To ensure the reliability of data, the queries in the same cluster must come from at least two different sessions.

Table 2 gives an instance of a time-sensitive query cluster.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Session ID</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>thanksgiving</td>
<td>2012 2429BF04BDB3666C1</td>
<td>thanksgiving</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thanksgiving</td>
<td>2011 8F3BF99BC666011</td>
<td>thanksgiving</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>when is</td>
<td>2013 1E86A334D145659D1</td>
<td>when is</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thanksgiving</td>
<td>2013 0595531A8A616C662</td>
<td>thanksgiving</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now all topic parts in the remaining clusters are recognized as time-sensitive queries.

### 5 Calculation of Time Sensitivity

As mentioned in Section 3, a query is time-sensitive if the set of relevant pages changes when the query is expanded with different temporal terms. After the detection of time-sensitive queries, we have obtained clusters of queries such that queries in the same cluster are about the same topic and each cluster contains multiple temporal terms. Next, we need to determine the time sensitivity of each cluster based on the temporal terms that appear in the queries of each cluster. This task is challenging because there are many kinds of temporal terms in the search log and these temporal terms may be in different granularities. Based on the definition of the time sensitivity of a time-sensitive query, which is a measure of the time interval for the set of relevant pages to change, we classify time-sensitive queries into two categories: periodic time-sensitive queries and irregular time-sensitive queries.

A time-sensitive query is periodic if the set of relevant web pages changes in regular time interval. A query is an irregular time-sensitive query if it is time-sensitive but not periodic. For example, query “Oscars” is a periodic time-sensitive query, because a new “Oscars” page will come out each year. However, the query “economic crisis” is time-sensitive but not periodic, as economic crisis does not happen at a regular interval. Given the two potential benefits to recognize time-sensitive queries and determine their sensitivities (see Section 1), in this paper we focus on how to determine the sensitivity of periodic time-sensitive queries, after detecting both periodic and irregular time-sensitive queries.

Before sensitivity calculation, we should clean the data to unify the format of time expressions and remove some noises. People use different formats to express time and queries may include wrong time information. Unifying the temporal term format involves following...
several steps:
1) In this work, we are interested in temporal terms at the granularity of day or larger. Therefore, terms such as “second”, “minute”, “hour”, “3:30”, “am”, “pm”, “morning”, “noon”, “afternoon”, “evening”, “night” are removed.
2) Abbreviations of temporal terms are restored to their full names. For example, “Jan” is replaced by “January” and ‘Fri” by “Friday”.
3) Temporal terms in different formats are mapped to the same format. We use mm/dd/yyy as the uniform format for date. So “2011/06/03” is converted to “06/03/2011” and “January 5 2011” is converted to “01/05/2011”. If a temporal term contains the day of a week, we keep it at the end of the uniform format such as “01/03/2011 Monday”.

5.1 Error Correction
When phrasing queries, users may sometimes input wrong temporal information. For example, a user may submit query “2005 Summer Olympics” to a search engine, but there wasn’t any Summer Olympics in the year 2005. Such wrong temporal information adds noise to our data set and increases the difficulty to obtain correct time sensitivity. We use the information of clicked URLs to filter out these noises. Our rule is very simple: if the URL and the topic part of the query have at least one common keyword, we will use the temporal term in the URL to replace the temporal term in the query. As shown in Table 3, a query “2005 summer Olympics” was submitted to the search engine, but a URL related to “2008 summer Olympics” was clicked. The query “2005 summer Olympics” and the clicked URL have two common words, so we use the year 2008 in the URL to replace 2005. Similarly, query “1990 Presidential Election” is converted into “1984 Presidential Election”.

Table 3. Examples of error correction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>1990 Presidential Election</th>
<th>2005 summer Olympics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After error correction</td>
<td>1984 Presidential Election</td>
<td>2008 summer Olympics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Calculating Sensitivity
For each cluster of time-sensitive queries, we assume the time sensitivities of these queries are the same. Although through the error correction step some noise has been removed, some may still remain. Moreover, due to the limitation of the search log used, it’s impossible to have queries with every time interval of a periodic query. For example, for Olympic Games, we may only have queries with temporal terms 1920, 1932, 1960, 1962, 1964, etc. in a query log. From these time information, we can get several different time intervals. How to find the correct time interval is a challenging issue.

To facilitate the selection of correct time intervals, we calculate the frequency of each temporal term, which is defined below.

**Definition 3 (Frequency of temporal term)** Given a cluster $G$ of queries and a temporal term $t$ of a particular time granularity related to queries in $G$, the frequency of $t$ is defined as the number of queries in $G$ which contain the temporal term $t$.

Intuitively the larger the frequency is, the more likely the temporal term is correct. After calculating the frequency $f_i$ of each temporal term $t_i$ in a cluster, we obtain a set of term-frequency pairs. We then sort these pairs in ascending order of the temporal terms in chronological order. For example, term “01/03/2011 Monday” is sorted after “01/01/2011 Saturday”. The sequence is called term sequence with frequency, denoted by $FP$.

$$FP = \langle (t_1, f_1), (t_2, f_2), \ldots, (t_n, f_n) \rangle$$

Removing frequency of each temporal term, the remaining sequence is called term sequence, denoted by $T = \langle t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n \rangle$.

Temporal term frequency can be calculated at different granularity levels. For the “year” level (this would include “yearly”, “4-yearly”, etc.), we keep only the year information in each temporal term and adjust the frequency information accordingly. For example, suppose we have two pairs (06/01/2011, 10) and (2011, 30). The former will be converted to (2011, 10) at first and then merged with the (2011, 30), yielding a new pair (2011, 40). Similarly, for the “month” level, we will ignore “year” only information and convert any finer granularity temporal terms into the month level terms. For example, 05/07/2011 (May 7, 2011) will be converted to 05/2011 (May 2011) and the frequencies of the temporal terms (including converted terms) corresponding to the same month will be added together as the frequency for the month. For each granularity level, we generate a sequence of “gap pairs”. Let $FP = \langle (t_1, f_1), (t_2, f_2), \ldots, (t_n, f_n) \rangle$ be the term sequence of $n$ term-frequency pairs of a given granularity level. We generate an interval sequence of $n-1$ time interval frequency pairs as follows.

$$GP = \langle (g_1, g_f_1), (g_2, g_f_2), \ldots, (g_{n-1}, g_f_{n-1}) \rangle$$
Here, \( g_i = \text{gap}(t_{i+1}, t_i) \) and \( g_f = \min[f_i, f_{i+1}], \) \( i \in [1, n - 1] \), where \( \text{gap}(t_{i+1}, t_i) \) is the gap between two consecutive temporal terms and \( g_f \) is the number of times this gap has occurred (i.e., gap frequency). For example, if the time granularity is month, the gap should be the number of months between two consecutive temporal terms. For the same time interval, we merge them by adding their frequencies together.

We assume one of the time intervals in \( GP \) is correct and is the sensitivity we look for. We try three different strategies to determine the correct sensitivity: Minimum interval method, Most Frequent interval method and Edit-distance method. Simply, the Minimum Interval method considers the minimum time interval as the correct sensitivity as defined in Formula (7), while the Most Frequent Interval method considers the most frequent time interval to be the correct sensitivity as defined in Formula (8), where \( |g_f| \) is the number of occurrences of \( g_i \) in \( GP \).

\[
\text{Sensitivity}_{\text{min}} = \min(g_i), i \in [1, n - 1] \tag{7}
\]
\[
\text{Sensitivity}_{\text{frequent}} = \arg\max_{g_f} |g_f| \tag{8}
\]

In the Edit-distance method, for each time interval in \( GP \), we calculate a measure called edit distance.

**Definition 4 (Edit distance)** Given a term sequence \( T =< t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n > \), and a time interval \( g = t_{i+1} - t_i \), we construct a potential temporal term sequence \( S \) consisting of terms starting from \( t_{i+1} \) and \( t_i \), creating new terms with increments \( g \) and \( -g \) respectively, ending with term not greater than \( t_n \) and not less than \( t_1 \), as shown below.

\[
S(g) = < s_1, \ldots, (t_1 - g), t_i, t_{i+1}, (t_{i+1} + g), \ldots, s_m > \tag{9}
\]

where \( s_m = t_i + k \times g \) and \( s_m \leq t_n \), \( s_i = t_i - l \times g \) and \( s_i \geq t_i \), \( k \) and \( l \) are natural numbers. Comparing \( S \) with \( T \), let \( N \) be the number of terms added to \( T \) and removed from \( T \) in order to get \( S \). The edit distance of time interval \( g \), \( ED(g) \), is calculated by Equation 10.

\[
ED(g) = \frac{N}{|S|} \tag{10}
\]

Ideally, if we have enough data, edit distance for the right time interval should be zero. Therefore, the smaller the edit distance is, the more likely the time interval is correct. Therefore, the sensitivity is computed based on the formula below.

\[
\text{Sensitivity}_{\text{editdistance}} = \arg\min_{g} ED(g) \tag{11}
\]

The intuition behind this method is that if time interval \( g \) is correct (i.e. the sensitivity of the query), the potential temporal term sequence \( S(g) \) is the correct term sequence. Then the term sequence \( T \) obtained from search log should be more similar to \( S(g) \). In an ideal situation, they should be identical. Edit distance can be regarded as a similarity measure. The smaller the distance, the closer \( T \) is to \( S(g) \), the more likely \( g \) is correct. On the other hand, if \( S(g) \) is a fake term sequence, relatively more edit operations should be done to change term sequence \( T \) into \( S(g) \), so the distance becomes larger, indicating \( S(g) \) is more likely to be wrong.

For example, for term sequence with frequency \( FP=\langle (1920, 2), (1932, 1), (1960, 2), (1962, 2), (1964, 2), (1968, 6), (1976, 10) \rangle \), we can get interval sequence \( GP= \{(2, 4), (4, 2), (8, 6), (12, 1), (28, 1)\} \). For time interval 4, we construct the potential temporal term sequence \( S(4) = \{1920, 1924, 1928, 1932, 1936, 1940, 1944, 1948, 1952, 1956, 1960, 1964, 1968, 1972, 1976\} \). Comparing \( S \) with the term sequence of \( FP \), \( T=\langle 1920, 1932, 1960, 1962, 1964, 1968, 1972 \rangle \), 9 temporal terms are added and 1 temporal term is removed, so the edit distance is \( 10/15 = 0.667 \). Similarly, for the same term sequence, the edit distance of 2-year interval, 8-year interval, 12-year interval and 28-year interval are \( 0.759, 0.875, 1.2 \) and \( 2.5 \) respectively, as shown in Table 4. Among all the edit distances, 0.667 is the smallest value. Therefore, we consider 4-year to be the correct sensitivity.

| Time interval | Number of edits | \( |S| \) | Edit distance |
|--------------|----------------|-------|--------------|
| 2            | 22             | 29    | 0.759        |
| 4            | 10             | 15    | 0.667        |
| 8            | 7              | 8     | 0.875        |
| 12           | 6              | 5     | 1.2          |
| 28           | 5              | 2     | 2.5          |

6 Experiments

6.1 Detection of Time-Sensitive Queries

The data set on which we conduct experiment comes from the Bing Search query log excerpt with 68,138,432 queries and 814,243,946 URLs from US users, sampled over the year 2013.

Based on the dictionary and time regular expressions we build, we scan the query log and output all queries that contain one or more temporal terms as the set of potential time-sensitive queries, which contains 1,214,237 queries and is the input to the time-sensitive query detection method.

After clustering the queries using a combination of multiple similarity measures, we obtain 26,677 clusters and after filtering out the noise we obtain 2,985 clusters finally. Because each similarity measure focuses on a specific aspect, the results of clustering based on different similarity measures are very different from
each other. At the same time, the results of clustering affect sensitivity calculation directly. If we place a query into a cluster wrongly, it will add noise to this cluster and increase the chance of getting a wrong sensitivity. Similarly, if we place queries that should belong to the same cluster into different clusters, it will increase data sparseness, which makes determining sensitivity more difficult. In our experiments, we compare the accuracy of time-sensitive query detection based on different similarity measures.

We randomly selected 100 clusters from each clustering results and the accuracy is defined as the percentage of clusters that represent time-sensitive queries. The accuracy is shown in Table 5.

**Table 5. Time-sensitive query detection**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity Based on</th>
<th>#clusters before filtering noise</th>
<th>#clusters after filtering noise</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>keywords</td>
<td>38378</td>
<td>1478</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clicked URLs</td>
<td>53294</td>
<td>1426</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sessions</td>
<td>12280</td>
<td>1557</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge base</td>
<td>38603</td>
<td>3749</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination</td>
<td>26677</td>
<td>2985</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It’s easy to see that similarity based on keywords has the lowest accuracy. The keyword based similarity measure tends to cluster queries with the same words into the same group. It is hard to determine a user’s search intent only based on analysis of query content, because the same word may have multiple meanings and different words may have the same/similar meaning. Users with the same information need may submit different queries to a search engine and two queries with the same content do not always express the same search intent. The knowledge base based similarity, which tends to cluster queries with similar ontology into the same group, has the highest accuracy among the four similarity measures. As different similarity measures solve the problem from different angles, taking all the four strategies into consideration and combining the four similarities, we get the best performance. Therefore, sensitivity calculation is based on this result in the following discussions.

### 6.2 Calculation of Time Sensitivity

To show the effectiveness of our proposed methods, we compare their performance in terms of accuracy with the Power Spectral Density (PSD) method proposed in [12]. For a query \( q \), PSD first creates a time series, with each element being the number of times that the query is issued in a day, and then determines the period (i.e. time sensitivity) of the query based on Normalized Discrete Fourier transformation and Power Spectral Density (PSD). To the best of our knowledge, this is the only work that proposed method for time sensitivity calculation. Although many research works studied how to detect and use time-sensitive queries, they don’t focus on determining time sensitivity.

We obtained 2,985 query clusters for our data set. For each cluster of queries, we assume that the time sensitivity of these queries is the same. Before sensitivity calculation, we clean the data to unify the time format, remove some noise and correct the error of queries as mentioned in Section 5. Temporal term frequency can be calculated at different granularity levels. In our experiments, we first focus on the granularity of “year”. Given a cluster \( G \), if it meets the following two conditions, we consider it a cluster of queries with the granularity of "year".

1) Cluster \( G \) contains queries with at least two different 4-digit years.
2) The proportion of the queries that contain 4-digit year information in the cluster is higher than 60%.

After this step, we obtain 477 clusters with year granularity.

As the query log used our experiments is one year long, the year level time-sensitive queries are sparse and cannot offer enough temporal terms to reliably determine whether a query is a periodic or irregular time-sensitive query. After manual verification, 340 clusters contain periodic queries. Then we calculate sensitivity for each of the 340 clusters using the proposed three methods separately. If the data set covered several years, we could determine whether a cluster contains periodic queries using some existing periodicity mining methods [22-24]. The accuracy comparison of the three methods and PSD is shown in Table 6. For the PSD method, errors within 30 days are ignored. We can see that the Edit-distance performs best among all the methods. PSD has a very poor performance, which may be due to its dependence on the quality of the dataset, especially the time span of the query log. One-year search log is not enough for this method to detect year level time-sensitive queries.

**Table 6. Accuracy of time sensitivity calculation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Minimum interval</th>
<th>Most Frequent interval</th>
<th>Edit-distance</th>
<th>PSD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>91.98%</td>
<td>90.83%</td>
<td>93.12%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are different kinds of time-sensitive queries
among the 340 clusters of queries, including some festivals like “Thanksgiving” and “Easter”, some awards like “Oscars” and “Grammys”, some sports events like “World cup” and “Olympics”, and some events like “American Election” and so on. Table 7 lists several cases of time-sensitive queries and their sensitivity values calculated by different methods. As seen from this table, the first query gets its right sensitivity by all the three methods, the second query gets its right sensitivity by two of them: Most Frequent Interval and Edit-distance, the third query only gets its right sensitivity by Edit-distance method, while we cannot get the right answer for the last one by using any of the three methods, as our data is sparse and cannot offer enough temporal terms to determine the correct time sensitivity.

### Table 7. Example queries and their sensitivities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Minimum Interval</th>
<th>Most Frequent Interval</th>
<th>Edit-distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CIKM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer Olympics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US presidential election</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World cup</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our proposed methods can also be used to determine the time sensitivity of other granularity queries. To show this, we conduct experiments on month granularity queries. To identify month granularity time-sensitive queries, similar to year level processing, we use the following two criteria:

1) A cluster contains queries with at least two different months;

2) The proportion of the queries that contain month information in the cluster is higher than 60%.

After this filtering and manual verification, we find nine month-periodic queries. The comparison of different methods is shown in Table 8. For PSD seven days are permitted errors. This time all of our proposed methods have the correct result, and PSD’s accuracy increases to 33.3%, much higher than that of year-level sensitivity. PSD’s accuracy is still very low. Besides the reason of not having enough long query log, another reason may be the assumption behind the method that the time of burst query is the happening time of corresponding event, which is only right for news event queries, but not for all time sensitive queries.

### Table 8. Accuracy of time sensitivity calculation for month granularity queries

|          | Minimum Interval | Most Frequent Interval | Edit-distance | PSD |
|----------|------------------|------------------------|---------------|
| Accuracy | 100%             | 100%                   | 100%          | 33.3% |

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new problem, i.e., time-sensitive query detection and sensitivity determination. A query submitted to a web search engine is time-sensitive if the set of relevant pages changes when the query is expanded with different temporal terms. The sensitivity of a time-sensitive query is a measure of the time interval for the set of relevant pages to change. Detecting time-sensitive query and its sensitivity is helpful to improve search engines’ result relevance and enhance user search experience. We proposed a three-step method (preprocessing, detection of time-sensitive queries and calculation of sensitivities) to find out time-sensitive queries and determine their sensitivity values based on click-through data. In the step of time-sensitive query detection, we proposed different similarity measures for effective clustering and the accuracy of time-sensitive query detection can reach 92% for a real click-through data set. We also proposed three techniques (Minimum interval method, Most Frequent interval method and Edit-distance method) to obtain time sensitivity. Among the three methods, Edit-distance performs the best and its accuracy for sensitivity calculation reached 93.12%.
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